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Technical Data Sheet

Nitrophos II 
Specialty acid cleaner       APPLIED A2581 
  

Description:   Nitrophos II is a liquid acid detergent designed for the rapid removal of soils that remain after 
processing. It is especially designed for the removal of calcium based soils, such as milkstone, water 
scale, and detergent scales. 
 

Intended Use:  Rapid removal of calcium deposits when used at low concentrations. 
 

Product 
features: 

 Effective on most heat precipitated and hard water scale. 

Rapid penetration and removal of greasy film 

Converts the milk stone deposits to a soluble form which can be simply flushed from the 
surface. 

Safe on stainless steel. 

Low foaming makes it ideal for all circulation activities. 

Liquid form makes it ideal for automatic dosing applications. 

Typical 
Physical 
Properties: 

 Technical data should be considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification purposes. 
 
Appearance: Clear, pale straw liquid.  
Specific Gravity: 1.270 
pH Use Concentration: 0.5 - 1.0. 
 

 
Directions for 
Use: 

  
 The amount of Nitrophos II required for successful cleaning will depend on the type of application. 

Your Applied Representative will provide specific details on the use of the product in your 
application.  

 
 Nitrophos II is typically used as part of a full cleaning programme that includes heavy duty alkaline 

detergents.  
 
 As a guide use rates for Nitrophos II are 0.1 - 1% v/v, with operating temperatures of 70°C. Lower 

rates are typical for cold milk surfaces (e.g. tankers and silos), the higher rates for evaporators and 
pasteurisers. 

 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  
 
 Nitrophos II is compatible with stainless steel surfaces. It should not be used on soft metals unless 

your Applied representative has specifically made the recommendation. 
 
 Nitrophos II is a strong acid. Causes severe burns and risk of serious damage to eyes. 
 Suitable protective clothing, eye protection and gloves are required when handling the concentrated 

product. 
 
 NEVER mix Nitrophos II with other chemicals unless advised to do so by your Applied 

representative.  
 

Storage:  Avoid temperature extremes. 

Precautions:  Please refer to appropriate safety data sheet (SDS) prior to using this product. 
For technical assistance, please call 1800-063-511 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Warranty:  Applied will replace any material found to be defective. Because the storage, handling and application of this material is beyond our 
control, we can accept no liability for the results obtained. 

Disclaimer:  All information on this data sheet is based on laboratory testing and is not intended for design purposes. ITW Polymers & Fluids and 
Applied makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning this data. 

Order 
Information: 

  
A2581-20  Applied Nitrophos II 20 L 
A2581-200 Applied Nitrophos II 200 L 
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